
West Coast LEAF Family Law Project Scenarios are ba sed on true stories – the real, lived experiences o f 
women navigating BC’s Family Law justice system. Th is story has happened and is happening to a woman 
in BC. 
 
 

S qualified for 
Legal Aid at this 
time but because 
of where she lived 
there would be no 
family law lawyer 

available to her for 
at least 3 weeks.  
S could not wait 
the 3 weeks and 

had to be 
represented by a 
criminal lawyer. 

Case Scenario #3 
S’ Experience with the Family Law System 

 
 
S and her ex (T) were married in 2006.  S left a secure job and 
apartment in the Lower Mainland and moved to a small 
community in BC to be with T. In 2007, S and T had a baby.  After 
the birth of the baby, their relationship fell apart.  T had been 
physically abusive toward S’ sister and was verbally abusive 
toward S and other members of her family.  In July 2007, S filed 
for divorce and wanted to move back to the Lower Mainland.  T 
told a judge that S was trying to flee the country and obtained an 
ex parte order preventing her from leaving the community they 
lived in.     
 
Shortly after, S appeared in front of the judge who had granted 
the ex parte order.  In a temporary order S was granted primary 
custody over the child and T was given generous access.  
Pursuant to this order, S was allowed to stay outside of the 
matrimonial home but she was not allowed to leave the small community they lived in.  
T was ordered to pay all of S’ expenses during this time.  T paid the mortgage and gave 
S $150 a week.  S was left paying the rest of the bills out of her maternity benefits.     
 
T had two, two-hour visits with the child each week. When T would return the child from 
these visits the child was red faced, lifeless, and looked stoned.  The child was 
unsettled, panicked and slept poorly after the visits.   
 
S qualified for legal aid at this time but because of where she lived there was no family 
law lawyer available to her for at least 3 weeks.  S could not wait that long and was 
represented at her next appearance by a criminal lawyer.  
 
At this appearance S was allowed to move back to the Lower Mainland and T was 
granted weekend access.  T was erratic about his visits and would often show up late or 
not at all.  On one occasion T showed up to pick up the child visibly drunk.  S would not 
allow him to take the child and reported the incident to the police.  T was, and continues 
to be, very difficult at pick up and drop offs.  T often swears and yells at S and he is 
rough with the child.  S now has witnesses present at exchanges because of how 
aggressive and threatening he is.   
 
S went back to court in the Lower Mainland to obtain an interim order for spousal 
support, child support, custody and to have access reduced.  The order was granted but 
T’s lawyer did not sign it for 4 months which left S in limbo on all of these issues.  When 
the order was finally signed T’s lawyer served S with a notice of trial in the small 
community where the couple had lived.  S and her lawyer have filed to have the trial 
heard in the Lower Mainland.  Currently, T has weekend access to the child and this 
access continues to be extremely problematic.  
 


